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ACBA plans multiple virtual events to celebrate Black History Month

By ACBA Staff

The COVID-19 pandemic isn’t
dampening the spirit of next month’s
Black History Month. It’s just turning
it into a virtual event.

“There’s a lot that’s going to be
going on in February,” said Alysia
Keating, ACBA Director of Diversity
and Gender Equality. “I think that
largely comes out of the social unrest
of the summer.”

Keating added that while holding the
events virtually blunts the networking
that might otherwise take place, she
still expects that ACBA members will
find that they provide good resources.
In her experience, virtual events often
allow for valuable interaction with the
various speakers and presenters,
including their ability to field questions.

Probably the most recognizable
event on the list is the annual Homer
S. Brown Division’s Black History
Month Celebration. The Homer S. Brown
Division’s 17th Annual Black History
Month Celebration, to be held Feb. 23,
is open to the full ACBA membership. 

At the Black History Month
Celebration, the HSBD Spirit Award

is presented to an individual or
organization who has exhibited
leadership qualities, as well as a
commitment to the promotion of
equality and the advancement of
justice among the African American
community. The Spirit Award allows
the HSBD to seize the opportunity to
honor accomplishments of those who have
positively affected Black Americans
in every area of endeavor throughout
history. This year’s Spirit Award will
be awarded to Jasiri X and 1Hood
Media, and they were nominated for
the award by Nicola Henry-Taylor.

Founded in 2006, 1Hood began as a
collective of men from various
disciplines, ideologies, and belief
systems who banded together to
address violence within and against
the community. They have grown to an
intergenerational, intersectional
community committed to the same
mission. 1Hood Media is a collective
of socially conscious artists and activists
who utilize art as a means of raising
awareness about social justice matters
affecting people around the world. 

They offer performance, written
and visual art to connect communities

and amplify messages. They provide
workshops, curriculum consultation,
media literacy training, conflict
resolution, lyricism/songwriting,
vocal instruction, music production,
blogging, photography, and videography.
Further, they offer consultation to
artists seeking to establish a fruitful
independent career and organizations
who wish to establish a culture of
equity and activism. In addition,
1Hood Media provides youth-based
training in media literacy and the

1Hood Media
HSBD Spirit Awardee

ACBA Nominating Committee seeks
candidates for 2021-2022 President-Elect,
Secretary, BOG and Judiciary Committee
By ACBA Staff

The ACBA Nominating Committee
is seeking candidates for the positions
of President-Elect, Secretary (two-
year term), five Governor positions
(three-year terms), and eleven 
Judiciary Committee positions (three-
year terms). Terms are to begin on 
July 1, 2021. 

“In 2020 our country and our legal
community experienced many
significant events, including a global
pandemic and a greater call for racial
equality in the legal system. The ACBA
has the opportunity to, once again,
establish initiatives and programs to
better serve our court system and the
public as a whole. I hope that our
members will consider seeking
leadership roles to allow them to be at
the forefront of those discussions,” said
Joe Williams, ACBA President-Elect
and Nominating Committee Chair.

Qualifications:
President-Elect. Candidate must

be a member of the Bar Association
and a current or former member of
the Board of Governors of the Bar
Association.

Secretary. Candidate must be a
member of the Bar Association.

Governor. Candidate must be a
member of the Bar Association and should
have a history of active participation
in one or more Committee, Division,
or Section of the ACBA.

Judiciary Committee. Candidate must
be a member of the Bar Association
and should be actively practicing and
appearing before judges of the
Allegheny County Court of Common
Pleas, PA Appellate Courts and/or
Federal Courts. Eleven seats will be
filled by election to the Judiciary
Committee. The following seats will
be elected in 2021: Three seats for
members who identify as an ethnic or
racial minority or other diverse members;
Five seats representing diverse practice
areas of the court system, with one seat
available for members whose practices
focus on each of the following: Appellate,
Civil, Criminal, Family and Elder
Law/Probate & Trust; Two at-large

seats which shall be available to any
member(s) of the Association; and
One Young Lawyer seat (0 to 10 years
of practice experience).

Anyone desiring to run for the
above positions must submit a resume
and completed ACBA Nomination
Application Form. The Nomination Form
can be downloaded from the ACBA
website at ACBA.org or obtained by
contacting David Blaner at 412-402-6601
or by emailing dblaner@acba.org.

The Nomination Application Form
and resume are to be emailed to
Blaner at dblaner@acba.org. All
applications with resumes must be
received by 4 p.m. Friday, February
12, 2021. n

Continued on page 6

Jesse Exilus
HSBD Young Leader Awardee

Jasiri X
HSBD Spirit Awardee
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Michael D. McDowell, Esq.
Arbitrator and Mediator
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and Complex Litigation

• Member, National Academy of Arbitrators
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Gender Bias Duty Officers
If you (attorneys or law students) have
observed or experienced any form of gender
bias in your role as an attorney or law
student intern, you may contact any one of
the following members of the Gender Bias
Subcommittee of the Women in the Law
Division on a daily basis. The duty officers
will keep your report confidential and will
discuss with you actions available through
the subcommittee.

Kimberly Brown......................412-394-7995
kabrown@jonesday.com

Jeanine DeBor ........................412-396-5215
deborj@duq.edu

Rhoda Neft ..............................412-606-8387
rhoda.neft@gmail.com

Ethics Hotline
The ACBA Professional Ethics Committee
“Ethics Hotline” makes available Committee
Members to answer ethical questions by
telephone on a daily basis.

January
Christine Long ........................412-766-8660

Jana Pail ..................................412-400-3833

February
John F. Becker ........................412-921-1605

Dawn Gull ................................412-440-5718

Matthew McHale ....................412-644-3500
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400 Koppers Building
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Pittsburgh, PA 15219-1818
www.ACBA.org

Advertising Inquiries: 412-402-6620 /
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online at www.ACBA.org.
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not be republished, resold, recorded, or
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without the permission of the publishers.

Emeritus status program permits retired attorneys
to provide pro bono services through legal aid
organizations and other non-profit programs
By Zandy Dudiak

According to a 2016 ABA Journal
article entitled “As baby boomers
retire, law firms face increasing costs
and client issues,” nearly half of
practicing attorneys were either Baby
Boomers or members of the older
Silent Generation. And 38 percent of
them were expected to retire by 2026,
the American Lawyer reported, citing
preliminary results of a survey by
Major, Lindsey & Africa.

Some retirement-age attorneys
don’t want the worries of billable
hours and the day-to-day business
aspects anymore, but they do want to
continue sharing their knowledge,
practicing law, and keeping their legal
acumen and skills sharp, according to
ACBA President Elizabeth Hughes.
The compromise is moving to emeritus
status.

“It’s clear they love what they do
and helping people,” Hughes said.
“They can still do that.”

On May 9, 2018, the state Supreme
Court adopted Pennsylvania Rule of
Disciplinary Enforcement 403, creating
an emeritus status program permitting
retired attorneys to provide pro bono
services through legal aid organizations
and other non-profit programs that
provide legal services to help close the
gap between the need for and the
availability of free legal services.
Emeritus status allows for a reduced
continuing legal education credit
requirement and a reduced annual
attorney registration fee.

“Presumably, many of these
attorneys are considering their
options as they seek to wind down
their practices, but some may be

reluctant to retire their hard-earned
law licenses because they still desire
to remain vital in their communities,”
wrote James C. Haggerty, chair of the
Disciplinary Board of the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania, in a Dec. 8
letter to the ACBA. “The emeritus
status program provides a worthwhile
solution to that dilemma and enables
attorneys to experience the rewards of
contributing legal talents and experience
to legal aid organizations while enjoying
reduced license requirements.”

Haggerty said Pennsylvania has
many such organizations that would
welcome the assistance.  

“There is always a need for attorneys
to provide pro bono services to needy
citizens,” Hughes said. “It’s a good
opportunity for attorneys. These are
attorneys with such a wealth of
knowledge.”

Pro bono attorneys handle legal aid
cases that can include financial
issues, landlord-tenant problems,
business and employment issues, and
wills and estates, all of which have
been exacerbated since the COVID-19
pandemic, Hughes added. 

During the program’s first year,
statewide, four attorneys assumed
emeritus status. The program saw a
substantial increase in the second
year for a total of 23 attorneys, which
is in line with national statistics. 

“It’s definitely a big jump from the
first year,” Hughes said.

In Allegheny County, 10 attorneys
are on emeritus status as of January
2021, according to the Disciplinary
Board. 

“Those attorneys who retire after
experiencing the technology
implemented during the pandemic

have the advantage of knowing how to
conduct business virtually,” Hughes
said. “They don’t need to operate in an
office setting to reach out to a vast
number of people.”

Annually, the Disciplinary Board
collects voluntary data from Penn-
sylvania lawyers during the attorney
registration process. In addition to the
6,672 attorneys who are currently on
retired status, this data demonstrates
that, within the state, there is a large
pool of attorneys who may be on the
cusp of leaving the practice of law. 

Of particular interest is that 17,042
active and inactive attorneys report
being between the ages of 60-69 and
7,308 report being between the ages of
70-79.

The state Supreme Court is
partnering with the Continuing Legal
Education Board and Interest on
the Lawyers’ Trust Accounts Board
to develop fresh approaches to
inform practitioners of available
opportunities.

Emeritus attorneys are subject to
an annual continuing legal education
requirement of eight hours, consisting
of six hours of substantive law, practice
and procedure; and two hours of
ethics, professionalism or substance
abuse, pursuant to the Pennsylvania
Rules of Continuing Legal Education.

An emeritus attorney may renew
the status on an annual basis between
Jan. 1 and 31 of each year. Failure to
file the annual fee form and pay the
annual fee by Jan. 31 shall result in
the emeritus attorney’s transfer back
to retired status. 

For more information, contact the
Disciplinary Board at 717-231-3380 or
atty.registration@pacourts.us. n

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Rodney George Long, Mariani, J. ........................................................................................................Page 17
Criminal Appeal—DUI—Sufficiency—Incapable of Safe Driving—Refusal—Corpus Delecti—Car Accident

Defendant challenges DUI conviction and alleges a violation of the corpus delecti rule in admitting his statement into evidence.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Emilio Rivera, Mariani, J. ....................................................................................................................Page 19
Criminal Appeal—Waiver—Brady—Suppression—Sufficiency—Weight of the Evidence—Reinstatement of Appellate Rights—
Wiretap—Accomplice Liability—404(b)

After Superior Court remand for new appeal, defendant raises multiple issues in case involving accomplice liability during
home invasion which resulted in a lengthy sentence.
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be better for the experience. Have a
cup of coffee over Zoom. Ask the Judge
and other parties in a case that is
happening virtually if you are permitted
to have a young lawyer attend to
observe. Connect over social media.  

I also asked several of my colleagues
how mentors in the profession have
impacted them. Attorney Robin Frank
stated that mentoring by other
lawyers helped her “learn what it
truly means to excel in the profession.
The impact of someone taking the
time to answer a phone call or share a
cup of coffee can reach far beyond the
end of that call or that meeting.” 

Morgan Moody, an attorney at
KidsVoice, shared that the “collective
mentorship” that she received
particularly from a group of other
Black women attorneys helped her
navigate the legal community here in
Pittsburgh, especially as a transplant
from another city. Morgan stated that
the “guidance and counsel” of various
other mentors has helped her meet
practitioners within her field and
helped her shape the beginning of her
career into five years of professional
fulfillment in the work that she does.
Mentoring a young lawyer early on in
their career can have a profound
effect on quelling a lot of fears and
reservations that many of us had just
starting out, wondering if we had
chosen the right path. Sometimes all it
takes is one mentor to keep a great
lawyer from leaving the profession
forever because they feel isolated and
unsupported.  

Mentors also serve to model how
we should carry ourselves as lawyers.
ACBA President-Elect Joe Williams is
one of the most stellar examples of

professionalism that you will ever see
in a courtroom. I say this from the
personal experience in my past life as
a family law practitioner where I had
many cases where Joe was opposing
counsel. He was consistently able to
zealously advocate for his client while
never compromising his professionalism.

Joe ascribes how he carries himself
in a courtroom to learning from
mentors. “The mentors I had at the
beginning of my career were essential
in not only the development of the
skills necessary to be a lawyer, but
also modeling the professionalism and
decorum that correlate to success.”
Joe also pointed to the passive
mentoring that happens just from
watching and learning. “I find myself
continuing to be positively impacted
by those members of our bar and
judiciary that I hold in high esteem,
even if they don’t realize they are
mentoring me!”

Finally, there has been a lot of
discussion in our profession
regarding the need for diversity and
especially inclusion. Mentoring
provides the perfect opportunity to
not just welcome diverse lawyers, but
to be inclusive and retain these
lawyers in the profession and in our
local Pittsburgh legal community.
When you are mentoring, be deliberate
in seeking out diverse attorneys to
mentor. Studies show that we naturally
gravitate to those who we identify as
being like ourselves. Keep mentoring
those individuals but I challenge
you to also step outside of your
comfort zone to mentor someone who
doesn’t look like you or who shares
different life experiences than you.
Mentors can often learn more from a
mentee than they ever realized and
the more we know about others and
ourselves, the better lawyers we
become. n

PR E S I D EN T ’ S ME S S A G E

Members encouraged to find innovative ways to connect
with and mentor a young attorney or law student
By Elizabeth Hughes

Leading into this brand-new year, I
am taking stock of all of the things that
I have to be thankful for in these
difficult times. During the holidays, I
received an unexpected text message
from another lawyer who is several
years younger than me. She thanked
me for always being supportive and
looking out for her and others. This
attorney is highly accomplished in her
own right and is always ready to step
up and contribute on boards and
committees. That moment, reading that
text, made me realize how important
mentoring is in our profession and
how we might not even realize when
we are providing guidance to another
lawyer and how impactful that can be.  

As we continue into 2021, still
primarily in a virtual setting in the
legal profession, mentoring is more
important than ever. The in-person
events and CLEs that would normally
provide the forums for young attorneys
to meet more seasoned attorneys and
cultivate those mentoring relationships
have not happened. We have newly
minted attorneys that passed a bar
exam that was administered remotely
and have now stepped into a largely
remote legal practice landscape. The
opportunities that have existed in the
past for those conversations that
naturally occur in the office setting or
when a young associate attends court
to observe a more senior associate are
now few and far between. These
moments are often crucial to building
the confidence and skills of young
attorneys.  

I can attest to the significance of
mentors in my career. The individuals
that I call my mentors have invaluable
knowledge to impart and I reach out to
them often. Even more importantly,
they reach out to me to willingly share
what they have learned over the
years. Never underestimate the value
of the information and experience
that you can share with others. I know
that it might be easy right now to only
think of the tasks at hand in your day
to day practice, but I am calling on all
of you as members to find innovative
ways to connect with a young attorney
or a law student, whether they are in
your firm or practice, whether you
reach out through an ACBA committee
or division, or through your law alumni
association to see who you can mentor.
I guarantee that someone will take
you up on the offer and you will both

Elizabeth Hughes
ACBA President

Members can get consultation on their
legal actions and potential actions through
the ACBA Professional Ethics Hotline.
See ACBA.org/OfficerAssignments for details.
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ACBA member John Unice takes helm as bit-x-bit’s CEO
By Zandy Dudiak

A career path that included a mix
of practicing law and using the
technological tools of the trade led
ACBA member John Unice to join bit-
x-bit in February 2020 as its Executive
Vice President and General Counsel.

Less than a year later, through a
thoughtfully coordinated transition
period, he has taken the helm as bit-x-
bit’s CEO, replacing attorney Susan
Ardisson, who founded the company
in 2007 and will remain as a member
of the Board of Directors. The company,
which provides technical expertise to
successfully guide lawyers and other
professionals through e-discovery and
digital forensics challenges, has been
exclusively endorsed by the ACBA
since 2008. 

“Susan started the company shortly
before the 2008 economic downturn
and oversaw continued growth through
that difficult time,” Unice said. “I
joined just as COVID fundamentally
changed how business is conducted.
Due to the corporate culture that Susan
established – where we strive to treat
each client like our only client – we
have been able to withstand the
challenges brought on by the pandemic.”

Unice said that once COVID-19 hit,
many aspects of the business became
very busy. 

As Unice and the company looks
ahead, bit-x-bit is hoping to continue
to expand its national footprint, growing
its portfolio of products and services.
It also hopes to increase its client
base, which includes not only law
firms and in-house counsel, but also
businesses of all sizes, nonprofits,

government agencies and educational
institutions. The team of legal and
technical experts practice a client-service
focus through bit-x-bit’s holistic approach
to solving the most complex challenges.

Unice has established a national
reputation through his two decades of
experience with international law
firms and corporations. Starting his
career as a civil litigator with Jones
Day and Eckert Seamans, he began to
use some of the early tools that
fostered his interest in the technology
involved in legal work.

He moved to Bayer as an in-house
litigator, and then to Covestro as a
global litigator, where he procured
and oversaw the use of technology in
legal work. Because he had acted as
both inside and outside counsel, he
knew the different pressures faced in
each role. Because bit-x-bit is
engaged in both facets of that work,
Unice said he thought it would be a
“great business to get into,” especially
because the firm is “growing and
greatly respected.”

“Another key differentiator in our
company is the ability to provide
services that combine insights of
experienced attorneys and technical
experts, working together,” Unice said.
“We help our clients solve problems
because we have been in their shoes,
know the challenges they face and
offer solutions that consider both
technical and legal aspects.” 

The firm, which has a team of 12,
has innovated continuously through
the use of advanced-analytics tools and
expanded to provide cybersecurity,
incident response and information
governance services, which help
lawyers and companies work through
records management, and how to
keep, secure and dispose of those
records.

While Pittsburgh remains the
firm’s home and a key hub of client
service, bit-x-bit serves a growing
client roster across the U.S.

“We are problem-solvers,” Ardisson
said. “Our clients come to us with
extraordinarily complex challenges
that demand superior legal and
technical expertise. We know the
pressures they face, whether as in-house
counsel, law firm litigators, business
owners or information security
professionals. Our team has sat in
their seats and know how to give them

what they need to succeed. John adds
tremendous strength in that regard.”

Brett Creasy, the company’s President
and Director of Digital Forensics,
added, “John’s energy and experience
are exactly what our company needs,
and our clients deserve. I have high
expectations for where we can go
from here. With our leadership team,
the company is poised to take things to
the next level.”

The management team also
includes Attorney Joseph Decker, who
serves as a board member and
general counsel.

“It is a very exciting time for our
company and our clients. I am
honored, and humbled, to follow in
Susan’s footsteps,” Unice said. “I am
fortunate to inherit the great team
that Brett and Susan have built and
look forward to creatively helping our
clients solve their technical and legal
challenges.”

For more information about bit-x-
bit, please visit www.bit-x-bit.com.
The company regards itself as a
resource for ACBA members, and it
welcomes calls to discuss general
issues of concern relating to electronic
discovery and computer forensics.
For a complimentary analysis of your
electronic discovery needs, please call
412-325-4033. n

Alternative Dispute Resolution Attorneys
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

(412) 338-1100 | www.rothmangordon.com

RG
othman
ordon

Rothman Gordon is now 
o ering Virtual Mediation.
“Seamlessly, Steve was able to handle both mediations via video 
conference, allowing the parties to resolve their disputes e ectively and 
without delay in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic.”
       - Stephanie Solomon, Esq., HKM Employment Attorneys, LLP

“Lou helped us settle a high-exposure and complicated matter with ease 
and grace. Whether via Zoom or in person, I have full con dence in his 
ability to help resolve di�cult issues and keep all parties satis ed with 
the experience and the results.” 
       - Dana Feinstein, Esq.,  Holland & Knight

            

IS YOUR CHILD INTERESTED
IN ATTENDING YALE OR

THE UNIVERSITY OF PARIS?

Under the will of Kennedy T. Friend, a distinguished Pittsburgh
attorney, the children of Allegheny County attorneys who desire
to attend either Yale University or the University of Paris are
eligible for scholarships to those universities. The scholarships
are available for students pursuing a graduate or undergraduate
degree in any field of study at those institutions, not just law.

Don’t delay – scholarship applications should be submitted at
the same time as the admission application to the respective
institution is submitted. 

Get a scholarship
through the
Kennedy T. Friend
Education Fund

For more information, visit
www. ACBF.org/Kennedy-Scholarship-Fund

Or contact Angelina Lowers of
PNC Institutional Asset Management at 412-807-3309.

John Unice 

If you have an idea for a substantive law article or 
would be interested in authoring one, please email 

Jennifer Pulice at jpulice@acba.org.
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rm, JLL’s Law Firm Practice 
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Advantage:
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TENANT

Do you trust yourself with trust accounting?
By Jordan Turk

When you graduate from law
school, your primary focus is usually
on passing the bar and, if successful,
practicing law. No one in law school
tells you that, in addition to being an
attorney, you will also need to be a
salesman, a bill collector, and a de
facto accountant. 

It then comes as no surprise that, as
you start your legal career, you
sometimes feel in over your head with
all of the added administrative
pressures. What is a trust account?
What does “aged AR” actually mean?
How do I reconcile an account? Don’t
just brush these questions off because
you plan on outsourcing everything –
understanding how the moving parts
fit together in your firm is important
for your revenue stream and your
status with your state bar.

Properly maintaining a trust
account is integral to your practice
and could affect your law license! If
you’re accepting advance payments
from your clients, or receiving money
on their behalf, you will need to
maintain a trust account. What’s
more, you will need to maintain a
compliant trust account.

State bars are not shy about enforcing
their rules concerning trust account
violations; it’s not difficult to find
examples in state and local bar

journals of attorneys who have been
formally disciplined or even disbarred
due to such violations – it’s usually the
first section I flip to when the Journal
arrives in my mailbox. If one of your
goals is to keep your name away from
the “Disciplinary Actions” section of
your bar journal (I would hope so), it
is imperative that you properly manage
your trust account.

A huge problem with trust account
violations is that you might not even
realize you’re in sanctions territory.
You need to reconcile your trust
account every month, which means you
need to be reviewing bank statements
every month and reconciling them
with your check register. 

Many attorneys get into trouble
when they start “borrowing” small
amounts of money from their trust
account to pay for firm expenses. For
example, attorney Smith just signed a
client yesterday and said client paid
$5,000 for a retainer, which is deposited
into the attorney’s trust account.
Attorney Smith suddenly realizes his
electricity bill is due for his office
space, but doesn’t have the funds to
pay it. Attorney Smith knows he is
eventually going to bill against the
new client’s retainer for future work,
so he goes and takes $400 from the
client’s retainer and moves it into his
operating account and pays his
electricity bill. Attorney Smith works

his new case, and the client is billed at
the end of the month having no idea
about this $400 payment.

Here in Texas, where I live and
practice, attorney Smith just subjected
himself to possible sanctions from the
Texas Bar (see Rule 1.14 of the Texas
Disciplinary Rules of Professional
Conduct). Until you have actually
earned those fees in your trust
account, you cannot move any of those
retainer funds. Most every attorney
knows of someone who has played
around with their trust account funds,
and most every attorney knows of
someone who has been featured in the
back of the Texas Bar Journal. Moral
of the story: Don’t play with your
client’s trust account funds.

Trust account compliance is more
than just something you learned in
your professional responsibility class
or a topic you studied for the MPRE –
it’s serious business, and you need to
be able to navigate and master it.

All of this might sound a little scary,
but don’t panic – there are tools
available to help you and to ease you

into trust accounting. Practicing
attorneys and soon-to-be-attorneys
alike might have some concept of what
a trust account is, and that they need
one, but how the heck do you actually
go about setting one up? How do you
go about reconciling accounts? The
e-book, A Complete Guide to Trust
Accounts, from TrustBooks and
LawPay, provides you with a complete
step-by-step outline of what you need
to do to open and operate your own
trust account, from choosing a bank to
developing proper trust account
management procedures. Download
the e-book for free at lawpay.com/
trustebook. 

Whether it’s questions on trust
account recordkeeping or deposits
and payment, this e-book has you
covered. You went to law school, you
passed the bar, you dove headfirst into
the actual practice of law – don’t let
trust accounting throw you off your
game. You can do this! n

Jordan Turk is an attorney and LawPay’s
Legal Content and Compliance Manager.

L A W  P R A C T I C E  M A N A G E M E N T

Find this page helpful? Want more
information and resources to help 
you run your practice? Check out the
ACBA’s Law Practice Management Center
at ACBA.org/PracticeManagement.

Visit  us today
at ACBA.org.
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creation of media via 1Hood Media
Academy. Focused on social justice
and training arts entrepreneurs, the
Academy provides a platform for
artists to tell their own stories and
provides avenues for young people to
utilize their own gifts and talents to
secure financial sustainability. 

Jasiri X is the first independent
hip-hop artist to be awarded an
Honorary Doctorate, which he
received from Chicago Theological
Seminary in 2016. This recognition
grew out of the spiritual/political
urgency and artistic vision he shared
on songs like “Justice for Trayvon”
and “Strange Fruit (Class of 2013),”
which documented the unjust police
killings of young Blacks in the Millennial
Generation. Likewise, he has been
deeply involved with the national
Movement for Black Lives, working
with organizations like The Gathering
for Justice, Blackout for Human
Rights, Justice or Else, BYP100 and
Sankofa. Still, he remains rooted in
the Pittsburgh based organizations he
co-founded, the anti-violence group
1Hood as well as the 1Hood Media
Academy, which teaches youth of
color how to analyze and create media
for themselves.

Also at the Black History Month
Celebration, the HSBD Young Leader
Award will be presented to an individual
who has exhibited leadership qualities
and a commitment to the promotion of
equality and the advancement of justice
among the African American community.
The award is given to a HSBD member
1) under the age of 40, 2) who has
actively participated in HSBD and 3)
has actively participated in at least
one other committee, division or section
of the ACBA. The award allows HSBD
to seize the opportunity to honor the
accomplishments of young attorneys
who have positively affected African
Americans. This year’s Young Leader
Awardee is Jesse Exilus, and he was
nominated by Regina Wilson. 

“I nominated Jesse for the Young
Leader Award to recognize his leadership
roles within the Homer S. Brown Division
and Young Lawyers Division. For the
past two years, Jesse has served as
Treasurer of HSBD and is responsible
for the monthly HSBD Sidebar. Jesse
has risen as a leader within HSBD and
always volunteers to assist with any
project or program. Jesse is committed
to the success of HSBD,” said HSBD
Chair Regina Wilson.

Exilus served as a Co-Chair of the
Young Lawyers Division’s 2020 Children
in Shelters Holiday Party. He is also
a member of the 2020-2021 Bar
Leadership Initiative Class. Exilus is
an Assistant Solicitor with the City of
Pittsburgh. He is a 2016 graduate of
the University of Pittsburgh School
of Law. 

“Over the past 17 years, the Homer
S. Brown Division’s Black History
Month Celebration has provided an
opportunity for the Division to recognize
and celebrate the accomplishments of
individuals and organizations that
have had a positive impact on the local
Black community. This coincides with
the purpose of Black History Month,
which began in February 1926 as
“Negro History Week” and became Black
History Month in 1976,” Wilson said.

“It is an annual celebration of
achievements by Black people and a
time for recognizing the central role
of Black people in American History.
During this year’s Black History
Month Celebration HSBD will recognize
Jasiri X and 1Hood Media for their
dedication to raising awareness about
social justice matters affecting people
locally and around the world. We will
also recognize Jesse Exlius not only
for his leadership in HSBD but also in

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
continued from front page

the Young Lawyers Division. While we
are unable to gather in person it is
important that we come together to
celebrate Black History Month and
recognize Jasiri X, 1Hood Media
and Jesse.”

The Young Lawyers Division will
also be hosting a few events, but that
is just a stepping-off point, said YLD
chair Amanda Thomas.

“Racial justice programming and
the celebration of the Black experience
in America is not just important
during Black History Month, and the
YLD plans to provide additional
programming throughout the year
to achieve its goals,” she said.

Keating said organizers of the
various events were considerate of
each other and worked to make sure
there was no overlap in scheduling.

In fact, one of the events might spill
over into March. That’s a panel
discussion held by the YLD Ad Hoc
Anti-Racism Committee. Details,
including the date and panelists, were
still coming together in January.

“We don’t want to take away from
another one” in terms of scheduling,
said Asra Hashmi, co-chair of the Ad
Hoc Anti-Racism Committee and
chair-elect of the YLD.

They do, however, want the
younger attorneys to hear some first-
hand accounts regarding diversity in
the law locally, the idea being that
attendees “could hopefully derive some
benefit from hearing honest discussions
about these issues from people who
have dealt with them here in Western
Pennsylvania, an area that has made
some progress, but still can present a
unique set of challenges for attorneys
of diverse backgrounds,” said Ben Gobel,
also an Ad Hoc Committee co-chair
and co-chair of the YLD Diversity
Committee.

The ad hoc committee was formed
last summer as social unrest and
anti-racism movements spread
through the country.

“In light of the deaths of George
Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and countless
other Black men and women, the YLD
wanted to take action by forming the
Ad Hoc Anti-Racism Committee. This
committee ensures that the issues
stemming from systemic racism are
kept at  the forefront of  YLD
programming as we work together as
a community to actively combat
racism,” Hashmi said.

The panel discussion will be an
initial signature event.

Following is the rundown of Black
History Month events as of early
January, all held virtually. Check the
calendar at ACBA.org for further
details as needed.

• The Young Lawyers Division
Ad-Hoc Anti-Racism Committee will
present “The Not-So-Amazing Race
Relations: A Night with Pittsburgh Author
Damon Young” Feb. 4 in the evening.
Young who will give a presentation and
hold a Q&A on his recently published
book of essays, “What Doesn’t Kill You
Makes You Blacker.”

• A live webinar CLE, A History of
the Advancement of Women and
African Americans in the Pittsburgh
Bar, will be held at noon Feb. 11. Ron
Schuler, author of “The Steel Bar:
Pittsburgh Lawyers and the Making of
America,” and Allegheny County
Court of Common Pleas President
Judge Kim Berkeley Clark will
discuss the different yet difficult
journeys of women and African
Americans into the Pittsburgh bar
and ultimately into leadership
positions within the legal community.
He will talk about George Vashon’s
unsuccessful attempt to enter the bar
before the Gilded Age. Additionally,
he will discuss technology as an
impetus for the successful entry of
women into the profession, as well as

taking a look at the careers of some of
the pioneering women, such as Sarah
Soffel, Anne Alpren, Ella Graubart
Arensberg, Sarah Soffel and more.
The program also will cover the
limitations that have been imposed on
women and African Americans within
the profession, how some of them have
been surmounted, and the challenges
that lie ahead.

This program was approved for one
hour of Ethics CLE credit in Pennsyl-
vania and also qualifies for one hour
of credit under the West Virginia
Rules for Mandatory Continuing
Legal Education.

• A live webinar CLE, The Second
Founding: A Historical Look at Race
and the Law, will be held Feb. 19 from
1 to 2 p.m. It will be presented by the
Labor & Employment Section. The
program will examine the “Second
Founding” – the Thirteenth, Fourteenth
and Fifteenth Amendments and related
civil rights statutes. The knowledgeable
panel will discuss the amendments
and the extent to which these amendments
were able to remediate the lingering
effects of slavery, recognize Black
citizenship, protect rights to due
process and equal protection for all,
and enfranchise African Americans.

In addition, the program will
discuss the ebb and flow of racial
progress in Pittsburgh during this
time period, including within the
legal community.

The speakers will be Ronald
Schuler of Spilman Thomas & Battle,
PLLC, and William “Chip” Carter, a
Professor of Law at the University of
Pittsburgh School of Law.

This program is a follow-up to the
ACBA’s Feb. 11 CLE “A History of the
Advancement of Women and African
Americans in the Pittsburgh Bar.”

There is no prerequisite to attend
either program.

This program has been approved
for one hour of substantive CLE
credit in Pennsylvania and also qualifies
for one hour of credit under the West
Virginia Rules for Mandatory Continuing
Legal Education.

• The Homer S. Brown Division’s
17th Annual Black History Month
Celebration, to be held Feb. 23 is open
to the full ACBA.

• The ACBA Committee for Diversity
and Inclusion and the Pittsburgh
Legal Diversity & Inclusion Coalition
will hold a live webinar CLE –
“Diversity is Everyone – Tell Us How
to Do It and We’ll Do It,” March 3 at
12 p.m. This program has been
approved for two hours of Ethics CLE
credit in Pennsylvania and also
qualifies for two hours of credit under
the West Virginia Rules for Mandatory
Continuing Legal Education.

So many diversity sessions focus on
bias, inclusion, exclusion and systemic
barriers – for some it helps to have an
efficient approach on how to make
diversity work at work. This program
will offer you a handy proven tool for
how to do it and some help with law
firm and law department applications.
The presenters will use their extensive
experience in the field to turn this
complex and divisive issue into a
workable cooperative process.

The speakers will be Angela Bryant
and Tokunbo Green of VISIONS, Inc.
Vincent Johnson will be the moderator.

• The Young Lawyers Division
Diversity Committee will hold a panel
discussion program at a date and time
to be determined that will look at the
process of career progression for diverse
individuals in Western Pennsylvania,
including strategies and challenges. n

Looking to hire an attorney, paralegal, legal assistant, legal secretary or
legal administrator? Post your employment opportunity on jobs.acba.org.
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Nationwide reforms pave the way for legal innovation in Pa.
By George Dylan Apessos
and Tyler Siminski

On August 12, 2020, the Utah
Supreme Court unanimously authorized
a pilot program to test pioneering
changes to the practice of law.1 The
program and associated revisions to
the Utah Rules of Professional Conduct
established a regulatory sandbox for
non-traditional legal providers and
services, including entities with non-
lawyer investment and ownership.
Citing the need for more affordable
legal services due to the COVID-19
pandemic and its economic fallout, the
stated purpose of the reform is to
encourage individuals and entities to
explore creative ways to safely allow
lawyers and non-lawyers to practice
law and to reduce constraints on how
lawyers market and promote their
services.2 In essence, the Court hopes
that nonlawyer investment in law
firms will improve the public’s
#AccessToJustice3 by streamlining
and accelerating legal innovation.  

Utah’s Standing Order 15 established
an “Office of Legal Services Innovation”4

to assist the Utah Supreme Court in
the oversight and regulation of law
practices with a new nontraditional
component.5 The Innovation Office’s
single objective is to ensure consumers
have meaningful access to a high-
quality, innovative, affordable, and
competitive market for legal services.6

To this end, it will administer a pilot
legal regulatory ‘Sandbox’7 through
which individuals and entities can
offer legal services to the public
through nontraditional providers or
traditional providers using unique

means, including options not permitted
by the Rules of Professional Conduct.8

The pilot program will be effective
for two years, at which point the Court
will determine whether any of the new
entities have demonstrated that their
legal services are “safe” and should
be granted an appropriate full-time
license to practice law.

Arizona became the second state to
vote unanimously to eliminate its
ethics rule barring nonlawyers from
having an economic interest in a law
firm or participating in fee sharing.9

“The court’s goal is to improve access
to justice and to encourage innovation
in the delivery of legal services,” Arizona
Supreme Court Chief Justice Robert
Brutinel said in a statement.10

The reforms in Arizona modify the
court rules regulating the practice of
law in two ways. The first change
involves a licensure process for non-
lawyers called “Legal Paraprofessionals”
to provide limited legal services to the
public, including the ability to appear

in court with a client.11 The second
change is the elimination of the rule
prohibiting fee sharing and prohibiting
nonlawyers from owning economic
interests in law firms.12 Zachariah
DeMeola, the director of legal education
and the legal profession at the Institute
for the Advancement of the American
Legal System, believes the Utah and
Arizona models offer a way forward in
the access crisis to affordable legal
services.13

Other states have taken notice.
The Working Group on Regulatory
Innovation in New York recommended
tracking the Utah and Arizona reforms
closely, and if those reforms are
successful, adopting similar reforms.14

The State Bar of the California Board
of Trustees voted to move forward
with a proposal that would allow a
sandbox similar to Utah’s approach.15

The Minnesota Supreme Court
started a pilot project for licensed
paraprofessionals to provide assistance
to individuals in landlord/tenant and

family law cases.16 In a report regarding
how to increase access to justice, the
Chicago Bar Foundation on the
Sustainable Practice of Law &
Innovation recommended enhancing
the availability of technology-based
legal products and services, authorizing
greater participation by lawyers in
technology solutions, and modernizing
rules so that lawyers can better
participate in the development and
delivery of technology-based legal
products and services.17

Even without mentioning the
COVID-19 pandemic, it is clear that
2020 marks the beginning of sweeping
changes in the legal industry. Yet, it is
unclear whether Pennsylvania will
join other states in enacting reforms.
Pennsylvania Rule of Professional
Conduct 5.4(d) currently prohibits
lawyers from granting non-lawyers an
ownership or controlling interest in a
law firm, or from practicing in a firm
if a non-lawyer is a corporate director
or an officer, or if non-lawyers have
the right to direct or control the
professional judgment of lawyers.18

Article V, section 10 of the Penn-
sylvania Constitution provides the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court with
exclusive power to regulate the
practice of law in Pennsylvania.19 It is
unclear whether Pennsylvania is
considering reforms like Utah and
Arizona. In 2015, however, the
Professional Guidance Committee of
the Philadelphia Bar Association
analyzed issues involving nonlawyer
participation in firms.20 The Committee
concluded: (1) Pennsylvania firms may
use titles for non-lawyer employees

George Dylan Apessos Tyler Siminski

Continued on page 10
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Bankruptcy Symposium a “virtual” success
By Ron Cichowicz

Faced with the challenge of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the ACBA
Bankruptcy and Commercial Law
Section opted to offer its 33rd Annual
Western District of Pennsylvania
Symposium as a virtual program in
2020, with no benchmark to predict
how well it would be received.

Understandable, then, that the
program committee, led by Abagale
Steidl, an attorney with Steidl &
Steinberg who serves as Vice-Chair of
the Section and Chair of the Symposium,
would begin its planning with a little
trepidation. 

In hindsight, any challenges, along
with any trepidation, were overcome
with energy and hard work on the part
of Symposium volunteers producing
results for the December 11 event that
were, in the words of Section Chair
Alan Patterson of Gross & Patterson,
LLC, “over the top.”

“It was absolutely unexpected we
would be able to pull this off without
any major snafus,” Patterson said.
“Yet, except for a couple of smaller
issues, the Symposium went off
without a hitch. The Symposium had
the support and participation of all
four judges from the Bankruptcy
Court for the Western District of PA,
as well as judges from the U.S. District
Court for the Western District of PA,
Bankruptcy Courts for the Eastern and
Middle Districts of PA, the Southern
District of Ohio and the District of
New Jersey.”  

“Our sponsors came through in a
big way. And everything we heard

from attendees showed that considering
we had no choice but to go virtual,
they loved the content and the format.”

Using the OpenWater virtual
conference software, the committee
was able to offer its approximately
164 participants the expected high-
quality programming and up to six
CLE credits, including five substantive
and one ethics.  

“The folks at OpenWater were
great to work with,” Steidl said, “and
they provided a tech person in case
any issues came up. We had 87
panelists and they were well received.
They all kept their presentations

conversational, they kept a nice focus
and participants could type questions
and get real-time answers.”

Steidl noted that participants can access
recordings of the panel discussions
over the next year at the ACBA Online
CLE Center at cle.acba.org.

The committee also built in social
time in the morning, at lunch and
afterward at a happy hour. 

“We were surprised that some
participated from beginning to end,”
Patterson said. “About 30 or 40 people
stayed on and had a good time.”

Steidl noted that because the
Bankruptcy Symposium was the first
ACBA event offering 6 CLEs that was
held virtually, how well it was
conducted potentially would impact
other offerings during the pandemic
and possibly beyond. The Bankruptcy
Symposium is usually the ACBA’s
second biggest annual event in terms
of attendance behind only the Bench-
Bar Conference, which was cancelled
in 2020 in response to virus concerns. 

“We learned a number of lessons
from this experience,” she said. “The

first is to start earlier for everything.
We had a playbook and we stuck to a
schedule. I also learned that even if
you are going virtual you can’t have a
moving deadline. For example, people
who need to submit materials must do
so on time.”

And, while Steidl admitted that it
is natural to worry that something
will go wrong when working with a
new format, the Symposium went
“shockingly well.”

“We didn’t receive a single piece of
negative feedback,” she said. “That’s
because the people at the bar association
were fantastic. It’s good to have
friends. Without Alan and Keri Ebeck
(past section chair), we wouldn’t have
had the level of sponsorships we did.
Everyone on the committee worked
extremely hard. I’m just so incredibly
grateful it went so well and am grateful
for the support of everyone who made
it so.”

Patterson agreed, adding, “From a
virtual perspective, the Symposium
wasn’t quite the same. For example,
judges from outside the region couldn’t
be here in person to socialize, but the
virtual nature of the event allowed
people from across the state and even
out of state to attend for the first time.
Everyone who participated was
impressed with how well we pulled it
off. It can serve as a blueprint for
the future.

“But for a herculean effort by all
parties involved, this couldn’t have
worked. One thing about the Western
District of Pennsylvania Bankruptcy
Bar, they are a friendly group and
always willing to lend a hand. Outside
of the courtroom everyone, including
judges, court staff, the Trustees’
office, the debtors’ attorneys and
creditors’ attorneys, gets along.” n

Funds raised by the Symposium will
directly benefit the Judges Memorial
Scholarship Fund, Attorneys Against
Hunger and Neighborhood Legal Services
to help low income people receive legal
representation they may not be able
to afford.

The Hon. Thomas Agresti and the panel discussed the CARES Act and
its impact on bankruptcy cases during the 33rd Annual Bankruptcy
Symposium’s afternoon breakout session “How COVID-19 Changed the
Landscape of Bankruptcy Practice” last month on Dec. 11.
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that include the word “Officer” or
“Director” in the job title, as long as
they “do not control the lawyers’
professional activities and do not own
any portion of the firm;” and (2) these
individuals may not serve on the
governing bodies of the firms, unless
their voting matters pertain solely to
administrative matters.21 In light of
these conclusions and the dearth of
evidence of access to justice reforms
in Pennsylvania, we may have to wait
a little longer. Nevertheless, it is
pragmatic to hypothesize how reforms
similar to those in Utah and Arizona
could impact commercial practice in
Pennsylvania.

Adopting or creating new legal
technologies requires capital. Because
of the Pennsylvania rule prohibiting
non-lawyer ownership, any investment
in technology services or integration
with existing legal services must come
from inside the profession, namely from
law firm partners or shareholders.
Therefore, the potential for costly
legal technology investments, especially
by small firms and solo practitioners that
service middle-class clients, is limited.

Additionally, creating a multidisci-
plinary practice requires the ability to
work directly with nonlawyer profes-
sionals. Because Rule 5.4 prohibits
that arrangement, a law firm that
seeks to collaborate with a nonlawyer
professional – perhaps to provide
“one-stop shopping” for clients – has
only two options: (1) require that the
nonlawyer professional be limited to
the status of an employee, or (2)
continue to work as two separate and
distinct businesses. Eliminating Rule
5.4 could lead to lower-cost and better
legal services for consumers because

NATIONWIDE REFORMS  
continued from page 7

of the broad expertise of new non-
traditional providers and the close
cooperation of professional interdis-
ciplinary teams.

Essentially, a lack of free-market
competition restricts the supply of
legal services, which in turn helps to
keep the market for legal services
noncompetitive and the price of legal
services high. While it is uncertain
whether these reforms will advance
the #AccessToJustice movement, they
will certainly lead to the development
of exciting new legal technologies. 

Less than one month after Utah
launched its regulatory sandbox,
online legal service provider Rocket
Lawyer announced it was accepted to
participate in the pilot program.22

Rocket Lawyer CEO Charley Moore
stated that Utah’s reforms give the
company a chance to offer Utah citizens
a completely digital user experience,
which is a delivery model the company
has found success with in the United
Kingdom.23 Likewise, Legalzoom.com
said it was considering expanding
services in Utah, and closely monitoring
developments of Arizona’s new “legal
paraprofessional” license.24

Artificial intelligence tools will
likely flourish in the wake of these
reforms as well. According to the
ABA’s 2020 Legal Technology Survey
Report, only 7 percent of law firm
respondents indicated that they
currently utilize artificial intelligence-
based tools in the delivery of legal
services.25 Nearly 34 percent of
respondents said they did not know
enough about AI to answer the question
regarding their firms current or
planned usage of such tools.26 One
primary reason the legal industry has
been slow to adopt AI-based tools is
because the available products have

yet to demonstrate they can consistently
produce the results vendors promise.27

Roughly 35 percent of respondents to
the ABA survey listed the accuracy of
AI technology as one of the major
concerns about implementing AI-
based tools, while 33 percent said cost
was a major issue.28 States that enact
reforms like Utah are hoping that
nonlawyer investment will accelerate
the adaptation of technologies like AI
as the technology itself improves. 

Eliminating or relaxing the ban on
nonlawyer ownership of law firms
would open the door to a wide range of
ownership scenarios, from one as
simple as a law firm granting its
long-time nonlawyer administrator a
partnership interest, to another one as
complex as a conglomerate buying
and operating a law firm. It is likely
that future changes discussed in this
article will be crafted out of the
successes and failures of the Arizona
and Utah reforms. While it is unclear
what the future holds for Pennsylvania,
legal service providers will be closely
monitoring the reforms in other
states. n

If you have any questions about the
#AccessToJustice movement, the
development of legal technology, or the
commercial implications of these
reforms, please feel free to direct your
questions to either co-author, George
Dylan Apessos or Tyler J. Siminski.
George is an associate in the Pittsburgh
office of Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote,
P.C., and Tyler is an associate in the
Pittsburgh office of Reed Smith, LLP.
Both George and Tyler are commercial
litigators who place a particular emphasis
on using innovative legal technologies in
commercial legal practice to the benefit
of their firms’ clients.

1 See Utah Supreme Court Standing
Order 15, (2020), https://bit.ly/2XAnBeK.

2 To Tackle The Unmet Legal Needs
Crisis, Utah Supreme Court Unanimously
Endorses A Pilot Program To Assess
Changes To The Governance Of The Practice
Of Law, (2020), http://bit.ly/38FLEj2, (last
visited December 8, 2020). 

3 “Access to justice” means the ability of
citizens to meaningfully access solutions to
their justice problems, which includes
access to legal information, advice, and
resources, as well as access to the courts.
See Rebecca L. Sandefur, Access to What?,
Daedalus, Winter 2019, 49.

4 The Innovation Office will be funded
initially by a grant from the State Justice
Institute and in-kind contributions from
the National Center for State Courts and
the Institute for the Advancement of the
American Legal System. 

5 To Tackle The Unmet Legal Needs
Crisis, Utah Supreme Court Unanimously
Endorses A Pilot Program To Assess
Changes To The Governance Of The Practice
Of Law, (2020), http://bit.ly/38FLEj2, (last
visited December 8, 2020); see also
https://bit.ly/2XAnBeK.

6 See Utah Supreme Court Standing
Order 15, (2020), https://bit.ly/2XAnBeK,
(last visited December 8, 2020), at 7.

7 A regulatory sandbox is a policy tool
through which a government or regulatory
body permits limited relaxation of applicable
rules to facilitate the development and testing
of innovative business models, products, or
services by sandbox participants.

8 Id. at 3.
9 See Arizona Supreme Court Makes

Generational Advance in Access to Justice,
(2020), https://bit.ly/3i9yeig (last visited
December 8, 2020). 

10 Id.
11 Id.
12 Id.
13 Id.
14 https://bit.ly/2N2VIu3.

Continued on page 11
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Irwin J. Dean, Jr.

Irwin J. Dean,
Jr., of Mt.
Lebanon, age 92,
passed peacefully
with family by his
side on January 2,
2021. Beloved
husband of 58
years of the late

Mildred Dean. Loving, devoted and
cherished father of Brad, Mary
Frances (Dan Johnson) and grand-
children, the late Kyle Chase Johnson
and Seth Johnson.

Born September 28, 1928, the only
child of the late Irwin and Frances
Dean, lifelong friend of the Harold
and Anne Hall Family he grew up in
Oakland and was a graduate of
Central Catholic High School, the
University of Pittsburgh and
Duquesne University School of Law.
He served in the U.S. Air Force and
the Navy Judge Advocate General’s
Corps.

He was a lawyer who practiced for
57 years and was a nationally respected
arbitrator serving on the National
Association of Arbitration, the American
Arbitration Association and the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Services.
He was an extraordinary and loving
father without condition and beyond
measure, kind, generous and unassuming
with a quick wit unequaled by none,
who did not tolerate intolerance,
inequity or unkindness and believed
that a gentleman’s handshake and
word were binding. 

Dick Thornburgh

Dick Thorn-
burgh of Oakmont,
PA, died peacefully
of natural causes
on Thursday,
December 31, 2020.
He committed his
life to the rule of
law, service to his

community, state and nation, and
devotion to his family. His public
service career included contributions
as Governor of Pennsylvania, U.S.
Attorney General and Under-Secretary-
General of the United Nations. 

Born in Rosslyn Farms on July 16,
1932, he received a civil engineering
degree from Yale University and a law
degree from the University of
Pittsburgh. Dick launched his
professional career in Pittsburgh in
1958 as an attorney with the predecessor
firm of K&L Gates - commencing a
lifelong association with this now
international law firm. In the 1960s,
Dick started his involvement in
government and politics, which
included election as a delegate to
Pennsylvania’s Constitutional
Convention, running unsuccessfully
for the U.S. Congress, and actively
working with a number of civic and
community organizations. In 1969,
Dick was named by President Richard
Nixon as the U.S. Attorney for the
Western District of Pennsylvania,
beginning a series of leadership roles
over the next several decades at the
U.S. Department of Justice, which
ultimately included appointments as
Assistant Attorney General of the
Criminal Division under President
Gerald Ford and U.S. Attorney General
under Presidents Ronald Reagan and
George H.W. Bush. 

Dick was elected as Pennsylvania’s
41st Governor in 1978 and served two
terms as the Commonwealth’s chief
executive. Dick was credited with
cleaning up a state government left in
disarray by numerous scandals and
financial crises by applying strong fiscal
discipline and recruiting a cabinet
and leadership team of exceptional
professionals. Early in his administration,
Dick’s leadership skills were tested by
the unprecedented accident at the Three
Mile Island nuclear plant. His calm
but decisive approach to reassuring
the public and resolving the immediate
threat was nationally praised as a
model in crisis management. 

As Attorney General, Dick’s
signature accomplishment was
working to pass and implement the
Americans with Disabilities Act in
1990. This milestone legislation has
been heralded as the “civil rights act”
for citizens with disabilities. As parents
of a son with significant disability,
Dick’s lifelong advocacy for children
and adults with disabilities was
shared by his wife Ginny. After his
service in Washington, Dick was
named as Under-Secretary-General of
the United Nations, where he applied
his management expertise to improving
administrative and fiscal operations.
Following an unsuccessful campaign
for the U.S. Senate in 1991, Dick
returned to the private practice of law
at K&L Gates, where he supported
high-profile investigations of corporate
and individual wrongdoing. He also
devoted significant time and energy to
the Dick Thornburgh Forum on Law
and Public Policy at the University of
Pittsburgh, which was established in
2007 to promote principled governance
and the value of bipartisan public service. 

Over the course of his life, Dick
received numerous accolades, including
honorary degrees from 32 colleges
and universities. Beyond all of this
deserving recognition, he took his
greatest pleasure from his wife and
family. Ginny Thornburgh, who he
married in 1963 following the death in
1960 of his first wife Virginia Hooton
Thornburgh, was truly his lifelong
partner. Ginny and Dick had a
remarkable journey together, made
even more special by the time spent
with children, grandchildren, and
great-grandchildren. To Dick, there
was no greater joy than holding a baby
or interacting with his family. Dick and
Ginny travelled the world together
and met countless dignitaries – but he
was most comfortable eating a peanut
butter sandwich, reading books,
listening to music, watching classic
movies and following his beloved
Pittsburgh Pirates. 

Dick was a man of great personal faith,
whose Christian beliefs permeated his
life and work. He was guided by a
favorite quote, “If you were arrested
for being a Christian, would there be
enough evidence to convict you?” In
addition to his wife, Dick is survived
by four sons: John (Sharon), David
(Rebecca), Peter and William. The
Thornburgh’s have six grandchildren:
Kendall (Andrew Coleman), Richard
(Samantha), Devon, Bradford, Blair
(Josh Maxwell) and Alice (Eric Lind).
They are also blessed with five
great-grandchildren: Charlotte, Ellie,
Maddie, Jack and Julia. 

A tribute written by Mark Nordenberg,
with help from the University of
Pittsburgh Institute of Politics team,
can be read at at http://bit.ly/3snx4EE.

James R. Schadel 

On Monday,
December 28,
2020, James R.
Schadel, 67, of
Pittsburgh, PA,
went home to be
with the Lord
following a long
battle with cancer,

which he fought with fierce courage
and determination. He is survived by
his loving and devoted wife of 45 years
Kathy Schadel; children Kristin
(Terrell Eberhardt) Schadel, Jon
(Emily) Schadel, and Michael
Schadel; sisters Amy (Mike) DeLucia
and Donna Giardina; grandchildren
Tyler and Lilly Schadel and Andrew,
Aaron, Ashley, and Ari Eberhardt;
mother-in-law Margaret Hite; and
many beloved nieces, nephews,
grandnieces, grandnephews, cousins,
and in-laws. He is predeceased by his
cherished parents Janet T. Smith and
Andrew N. Giardina, and loving
father-in-law Robert V. Hite, Sr. 

Jim received a B.S. from Indiana
University of Pennsylvania in 1975
and graduated from the University of
Pittsburgh School of Law cum laude in
1978, having received the prestigious
Order of the Coif Award. His practice
involved defending lawyers and other
professionals. Most recently he
practiced with Burns White Attorneys
at Law. Throughout his professional
career, he counseled lawyers facing
ethics issues. He also was a frequently
requested speaker on legal malpractice
avoidance, lawyer ethics, and risk
management by various bar associations
and legal organizations. He was an
active member of the Pennsylvania
and Allegheny County Bar Associations
and the Academy of Trial Lawyers of
Allegheny County, and he was a life
fellow of the Pennsylvania Bar
Foundation and the Allegheny County
Bar Foundation. At various times
during his career, he was selected for
inclusion in the Pennsylvania Super
Lawyers® list and the Litigation
Counsel of America, and he was
selected by his peers for inclusion in
Best Lawyers in America® and
Pennsylvania’s Best Lawyers.

Those who had the honor of
knowing Jim revere him for the love
and devotion he had for his family and
the Lord, with an unwavering faith.
His most precious moments were
spent in the comfort of family and
friends during holidays, vacations, or
recreational activities. He had a
smart, quick sense of humor that put
smiles on the faces of whomever was
in his presence, and he defined
integrity, kindness, compassion,
friendship, honor, resolve, and strength.
He enjoyed boating, waterskiing,
bicycling, golfing, going on walks, and
spending time with his family and
friends on vacations to Sanibel Island,
Florida.

Jason G. Wehrle

Jason G. Wehrle,
age 49, of Seven
Fields, passed 
away on Saturday,
December 19,
2020 at UPMC
P r e s b y t e r i a n
Hospital in
Pittsburgh.

Jason leaves behind to cherish his
memory, his wife, Kristina Kocur; his
children, Emma and Brady Wehrle;
his parents, Bill (Beverly Cherico)
Wehrle and Cathy (David) Mowery;
his brother, Michael (Catie) Wehrle,
and his nephew, Bryson; and his aunt
and uncle, Sally and Jim Burke.

He was preceded in death by his
paternal grandparents, Charles and
Marie Wehrle; his maternal grandparents,
Harold and Emily Hubbard, and his
aunt and uncle, Emily and Jack Scott.

Above all else, Jason was the loving
and devoted father to his two children,
Emma and Brady, and an adoring son
to his mother, Cathy Mowery, and his
father, Bill Wehrle.   He also leaves
behind his cherished longtime wife,
Kristina Kocur, for whom his depth of love
and affection were forever on display.

Jason was a brilliant lawyer, caring
friend, trusted partner and dedicated
community leader devoted to helping
others. He had an immediate positive
impact when he joined Mintzer
Sarowitz Zeris Ledva and Meyers LLP
in 2014 as the Managing Partner of the
firm’s Pittsburgh office. Jason was a
deeply engaged mentor and caring
friend whose advice and counsel was
frequently sought by the firm’s young
lawyers. Likewise, his business
acumen, thoughtful insights and
unshakable optimism quickly led him
to become an integral part of the
firm’s leadership. Jason was a fixture
at management meetings who served
as a source of reliable guidance and
extraordinary vision.

As a trial lawyer, Jason combined
zealous advocacy, creativity, and a
tireless work ethic with the utmost
integrity to provide the finest legal
services to his clients. He was an
accomplished trial lawyer who
became the “go to” attorney for high
risk, high exposure cases. Jason
successfully defended hospitals,
physicians, nurses, architects and
engineers in complex professional
negligence lawsuits. In addition to his
trial work, Jason was a recognized
leader in the Consumer Financial
Services litigation arena where he
served on the NCBA Membership
Committee and the Defense Bar
Committee. He was regularly called
on to provide risk management and
compliance advice to its members and
received numerous awards for his
participation. He was the consummate
professional and was universally
respected by his colleagues throughout
the legal community. 

We were all beneficiaries of Jason’s
kindness, compassion, and enthusiasm
for life. His infectious smile and easy
humor enriched the lives of all who
knew him. He strove to live each day
to the fullest and to give back to his
beloved Pittsburgh community. He
was a past Director of the Seneca
Valley School Board and a Trustee of
the Seneca Valley Foundation. In his
free time he volunteered with the
Miracle League of Southwestern
Pennsylvania and Animal Friends.  

Jason was born and raised in
Pittsburgh and was a proud
“Burgher” who loved his Pitt Panthers,
and his Steelers, Penguins and
Pirates. He was a graduate of the
University of Pittsburgh and John
Marshall School of Law.

His untimely passing is an incalculable
loss. He will be forever missed and
remembered always. n

In Memoriam

Our Health Care Power of Attorney and Living Will 
documents are available on the ACBA website for free 

at ACBA.org/POA-Living-Will.

15 Closing the Justice Gap Working
Group, http://bit.ly/3nFq5mV.
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17 CBA/CBF Task Force on the Sustainable
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Report, (September 28, 2020),
https://bit.ly/38DUs8U.

18 https://bit.ly/3sjRfmN.
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Firm. Golfieri is a member of the
Public Sector and Energy and Natural
Resources groups in the Pittsburgh
office. Golfieri’s practice focuses
primarily on municipal and land use
law, with an emphasis on zoning,
subdivision, land development, and
municipal ordinance enforcement.
Steinbauer is a member of the
Environmental group in the Pittsburgh
office. Steinbauer leverages his
experience as a former lawyer for the
U.S. EPA to help clients on a wide
variety of matters arising under major
federal and state environmental and
regulatory programs. He provides
strategic advice on permitting matters,
day-to-day compliance needs,
government investigations, and
enforcement actions.

Jay Evans, Partner, Schnader
Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP was
honored by the Firm with the 2020
Earl G. Harrison Community Service
Award. This award recognizes an attorney
or staff member who demonstrates an
unfailing commitment to volunteering
and giving back to the community.

People on the Move
Metz Lewis

Brodman Must
O’Keefe LLC
announced that
Jon Altman has
joined the Firm’s
Corporate, Real
Estate and Banking
departments as 
a Member. Jon
brings over 13
years of high-level
corporate, M&A
and commercial

real estate experience to the Firm.

Strassburger McKenna Gutnick &
Gefsky is pleased to announce and
welcome Kathleen Mannard as an
associate attorney for the firm. 
Mannard’s focus will be in the public
and non-profit sectors, with a focus in
municipal law and land use.  

News and Notes
Strassburger

McKenna Gutnick
& Gefsky announced
that shareholder
Danielle L. Dietrich
has been awarded
the “Go To
Thought Leader”
Award from the
National Law
Review. This
award recognizes
72 exceptional
legal authors who

demonstrate impressive legal
knowledge and business acumen,
write with an eye towards compliance
or adaptation, and along with attracting
high numbers of readers they are also
frequently referenced in other media
and academic journals. Recipients are
chosen from over 20,000 legal news
articles published by the National Law
Review in 2020.  

Ryan A. Hauck
has been promoted
to shareholder in
the Pittsburgh
office of Marshall
Dennehey Warner
Coleman & Goggin.
A member of the
firm’s Workers’
C o m p e n s a t i o n
D e p a r t m e n t ,
Hauck defends
employers, insurance
companies and

third-party administrators in workers’
compensation matters. He has
significant experience litigating
cases before judges throughout the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and
before the Workers’ Compensation
Appeal Board. 

Frank, Gale,
Bails, Murcko &
Pocrass, P.C. is
pleased to
announce that
founding share-
holder Frederick
N. Frank has been
appointed as
adjunct professor
at the University
of Pittsburgh
School of Law.
Frank will teach

the course “The Press and the Law”
during the spring 2021 term.

Law firm Babst Calland recently
named Alyssa E. Golfieri and Gary E.
Steinbauer as shareholders in the

Bar Briefs

Lawyers’ Mart

Visit  us today at ACBA.org.

APPRAISALS
ANTIQUE AUTO APPRAISALS for all vehicles 1900 to
2005. Expert Witness. Diminished Value. Certified 
Appraiser - K. Merusi. 412-731-2878.

ESTATE
PLANNING

IF YOUR CLIENTS ARE CONSIDERING CHARITABLE
GIVING as part of their estate planning The 
Pittsburgh Presbytery Foundation can provide a means
to support charitable work helping those in 
need throughout SW Pennsylvania. For more information
contact the Foundation at www.pghpresbytery.org/
pghpresbyterianfdn.htm or Rev. Dr. Douglas Portz at
412-323-1400 Ext 318.

OIL, GAS & MINERALS
ATTORNEY STEPHEN RALPH, PROFESSIONAL GEOLOGIST
Oil & Gas Transactions, Mediation, Asset Management
and Consulting. 724-519-8094. OilandGasMediation.com. 

OFFICE SPACE
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE IN MT. LEBANON – Workspace
sharing designed for lawyers! Newly renovated:19 private
offices and shared 3 conference rooms, reception area,
kitchen and parking. Starting at $599/month. Daily,
weekly, virtual offices available. 412-253-4622 -
ogclaw.net/law-office-spaces.

PROCESS SERVICE
INVESTIGATING

THE IMPOSSIBLE WE DO RIGHT AWAY! MIRACLES
TAKE A LITTLE TIME. EMPIRE INVESTIGATION 412-921-
4046. Visit us on our website, www.empireinv.com.

Danielle L.
Dietrich 

Ryan A.
Hauck 

Frederick N.
Frank

Alyssa E.
Golfieri 

Gary E. 
Steinbauer 

Strassburger McKenna Gutnick &
Gefsky is excited to announce the 
hiring of Patrick Sherry as an 
associate attorney for the firm. 
Sherry’s areas of focus include 
commercial contracts, real estate, and
business disputes.

Gordon Rees
Scully Man-
sukhani welcomes
Matthew G.
Brouse as a part-
ner in the firm’s
Pittsburgh office.
Brouse joins the
firm’s Real Estate
and Energy prac-
tice groups. He is
experienced in a
wide range of
litigation and

transactional matters affecting clients
in the oil and gas industry.

Madison E. Baric
has joined Robb
Leonard Mulvihill
LLP as an associate.
Baric received her
Juris Doctorate,
cum laude, from
Duquesne Univer-
sity School of Law.
She is admitted to
practice law in the
Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. Baric
focuses her practice

on Business Law and Litigation,
Employment Law, Civil Rights Law,
Complex Insurance Coverage Litigation,
Extra Contractual Insurance & Litigation
and General Civil Litigation.

Madison E.
Baric 

Jon
Altman

Matthew G.
Brouse

Need clients?
The Lawyer Referral Service
can help bring them to you.
For details, contact Whitney Hughes

at 412-402-6703 or whughes@acba.org.
To learn more, see GetAPittsburghLawyer.com.


